Warranty period
The warranty period for the products shall be 24 months.

Warranty conditions
1. Operation of filtering equipment must not depart from described in its instruction manual.
2.

Use of proper filter cage. Exclusion of use of corrodible wires, sharp welded seam
and the like.

3.

The given operational parameters, circumstances must be kept. Registration of the
operational parameters by proper measuring instrument. Filter bags can contact only
with that dust, parts and other things recorded in technical description given to the
supplier. Opportunity of spark developing must be excluded.

4.

Cleansing system must provide smooth, optimal cleaning and be expansive to the
whole surface. During cleaning there should be put stress onto the surface only to the
necessity extent.

5.

Filter bags should be handled workmanlike during fitting. Contact of filter bags with
each other must be avoided during operation.

6.

Date of set in the filter bags must be registered and one copy of it should be handed
over forthwith to the supplier.

7.

Must be paid attention to the fact that filter bags should not clogged up, stuck
together, contact with humidity. Furthermore every obstructive circumstances must be
avoided which influences the proper use of filtering equipment.

8.

Use of other manufactured filter bag in the same equipment is forbidden.

9.

Cleaning of filter bags should be done as described in instruction manual of the
filtering equipment. Departure admitted only with permission of the producer of the
filtering equipment.

10.

In case of brake-down supplier should be forthwith notified. Appearance of our
technicians should be admitted during operation and shut-down period. We retain the
right of appearance of our technicians during fitting in the filter bags.

11.

During execution of our warranty obligation we retain the right of deciding that we
repair or replace defective filter bags. As many defective filter bag should be place at
supplier’s disposal as needed to assess the definite reason of failure. Our warranty
obligation covers only filter bags delivered by EM-TEK Ltd.

12.

Only the initially given duration of warranty is applied for subsequently fitted in filter
bags

13.

In case any of the above conditions is not realized our warranty obligation will lapse.

14.

Please inform us about the emission value after installation together with other
measurement issues.

